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Abstract-We present a new numerical method for the solution of partial differential equations in 
nonseparable domains. The method uses a Wavelet-Gale&in solver with a nontrivial adaptation of 
the standard capacitance matrix method. The numerical solutions exhibit spectral convergence with 
regard to the order of the compactly-supported, Daubechies wavelet basis. Furthermore, the rate of 
convergence is found to be independent of the geometry. We solve the Helmholtz equation since, for 
the indefinite case, the solutions have qualitative properties that well illustrate the applications of 
our method. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we examine the feasibility of applying wavelet based numerical methods to the so- 
lution of the partial differential equations. Specifically, we compare the Wavelet-Galerkin method 
to standard numerical methods for the numerical solution of the Helmholtz equation in nonsep- 
arable, two-dimensional geometry. 
We use compactly supported wavelets [l] as a Galerkin basis and develop a wavelet-capacitance 
matrix method to handle boundary geometry. We have developed an extension of the standard 
capacitance matrix method that greatly reduces the numerical residual errors. In contrast with 
the standard method, our method shows fast, even spectral, convergence at relatively coarse levels 
of discretization. Furthermore, for comparable levels of discretization the rates of convergence 
appear to be independent of the geometry. For several geometries we have made a detailed 
comparison of methods, examining accuracy and rates of convergence. We have also developed 
Least-Square versions of our algorithm for the Helmholtz equation in nonseparable geometries 
and examined the accuracy and convergence of these methods. 
Compactly supported wavelets have several properties that are quite useful for representing 
solutions of PDEs [2-41. The orthogonality, compact support, and exact representation of poly- 
nomials of a fixed degree allow the efficient and stable calculation of regions with strong gradients 
or oscillations. For instance, we have applied wavelets to problems of shock capture. The general 
method is a straightforward adaptation of the Galerkin procedure with a wavelet basis. 
The compact wavelets have a finite number of continuous derivatives and the derivatives, when 
they exist, can be highly oscillatory. This makes the numerical evaluation of integrals difficult 
and unstable. However, there exist exact methods for the evaluation of functionals on wavelet 
bases [5]. Comparison with standard numerical results demonstrates that these procedures are 
critical for the wavelet methods, especially as applied to nonlinear problems. 
Ingrid Daubechies defined the class of compactly supported wavelets [l]. Briefly, let ‘p be a 
solution of the scaling relation 
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The ak are a collection of coefficients that categorize the specific wavelet basis. The expression ‘p 
is called the scaling function. 
THE WAVELET-GALERKIN AND CAPACITANCE MATRIX METHODS 
We will describe the method for the Harmonic Helmholtz equation 
(-A+o)U=F 
in a domain D with boundary conditions U = g on the boundary of D. One version of the direct 
method is equivalent to a numerical implementation of the single layer potential [S]. A method 
based on the double layer potential is also a possibility [7]. The algorithm is based on the 
calculation of a numerical partial Green’s Fundion [S]. 
The outline of our method is as follows. Regard the domain D as contained (embedded) in 
a periodic cell, S. We extend F from D to S in a smooth way. The extension $’ is periodic 
on S. We also define a periodic function jj where p is zero except on the support of dD c S. We 
determine ,j so that the periodic solution in S 
(-A+o)U=_F;+b 
will verify the boundary conditions U = g on aD. By construction the equation (-A + o) U = F 
is satisfied in D. 
We have extended the method by allowing the support of b to be separate from the boundary 
of D, dD. When the equations are discretized by the Wavelet-Galerkin method, this extension 
eliminates the boundary residuals and defines a spectrally accurate method for nonseparable 
domains. To our knowledge this algorithm is the first implementation of its type. We will present 
a series of numerical calculations that support our conclusions about accuracy and convergence. 
The numerical implementation is straight forward. We expand the solution in a periodic, 
Wavelet-Galerkin basis 
u = r x Ui,j cP(z - QdY - j>, 
where cp is a scaling function. Substitution into the equation and projection of the residual 
orthogonal to the subspace of translates of cp defines the coefficients Ui,j. Here we assume, 
without loss of generality, that the integers represent the finest scale of variation and the period 
scales with the number of translates. There are ezacl methods for evaluating the function& 
required in the Wavelet-Galerkin method [5]. 
To calculate the Green’s Function we resolve the delta function in the space of translates of 
the scaling function by 
Since the translates of the scaling function are orthogonal and complete in L2, the above expres- 
sion implies that for the Galerkin approximation, f, of a square integrable function, f, 
&o, Yo) = J J dz dY ~zo,&, Y)&, Y>, 
which is the definition of the delta function in this subspace. 
Therefore, we solve, by the wavelet-Galerkin method [3,4], the equation 
(-A + o) G(z, +o; Y, YO) = Lo,y,(2, Y) 
for the partial Green’s Function, G. 
In our formulation of the algorithm, we discretize the boundary by the points fj and the 
support of p in S by the points $j. The definition of the capacitance matrix is then 
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Depending on the cardinality of the sets i and $, the system of equations for the discrete poten- 
tial p are determined, overdetermined or underdetermined. We have examined these possibilities 
and will present the results in this report. In general, if jj is exterior to f, we obtain excellent 
numerical results that depend stably on the choice of $. 
In terms of the (extended) capacitance matrix, the discrete potential of a single layer is a 
solution of the system 
3 = ci. 
For non-determined systems we use a singular value decomposition of C to find the least square 
or minimal norm solution [8]. 
NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR THE HELMHOLTZ EQUATION 
In this section, we have examined the numerical solution of the Helmholtz equation in an 
L-shaped two-dimensional domain. The domain has sides of length 64. We examine solutions 
with (Y = -3. Normalized to a side of length 1, Q = -12288. In terms of the the spectrum of the 
discrete problem, these are mid to high frequency solutions. The boundary data is proportional 
to sin(2nz). 
The primary factor that controls the t-ate of convergence is the numerical resolution of the 
singular function jj. 
Therefore, to examine the convergence it is enough to assume that the smooth function 2 = 0. 
The term.Nl28D16 will indicate a solution with a discretization with N = 128 and basis D16. 
The term N128FD indicates a solution with discretization 128 found using finite differences. 
We place the support of p at a distance from the boundary that is equal to the support of 
the basic scaling function. Therefore, the offset for N128D16 is equal to 15 units exterior to the 
boundary. 
Except where noted, the discrete residual and boundary errors for the Wavelet method in DMD 
are found to be small to the order of double precision roundoff error, 1.e - 12. 
In this paper, we again use the pointwise sup norm (not the L2 norm) to measure the error. 
The L2 norms are quite smaller. However, the sup norm provides a better measure of the error 
and related convergence. 
We consider discretizations of size N = 64,128,256,512 and scaling functions corresponding 
to the 16,20,24,28 and 32 Daubechies scaling functions, that is, D16, 020, 024, 028, and 032. 
Figure 1 shows contour and mesh plots of the solution with boundary data proportional to 
sin(27rz). 
Spectral Convergence with Wavelet Basis 
For this problem the N = 64 discretization is coarse. We also consider discretizations with 
N = 128 and N = 256. We consider the solution for several scaling function bases. Depending 
on the discretization, we consider the 08 through 032 scaling functions. The data for N = 64 
is as follows: 
((N64D20 - N64D161) = 0.2514. 
IIN - N64D2011 = 0.0815. 
JJN64D28 - N6402411 = 0.0256. 
IIN - N64D2811 = 0.00799. 
Figure 2 shows the natural log of the error, i.e, of the sup norm difference between solutions, 
as the Wavelet basis is increased while the level of discretization is kept fixed. The spectral 
convergence of a sequence of higher order finite difference methods with discretization N = 256 
is also shown. 
We see for the coarse discretization N = 64 spectral convergence of the wavelet method at a 
fairly constant rate for a low level of discretization. 
The discretization N = 128 is well resolved for higher order scaling functions and shows a much 
faster spectral convergence as the order of the basis function is increased. 
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D12 Helmhole, alp = -3 
D12 Helmholtz, alp = -3 
Figure 1. Contour and mesh plots of the solution. 
The discretization N = 256 is well resolved for most scaling functions and shows a rapid 
spectral convergence as the order of the basis function is increased. The rates of convergence in 
this case are soon masked by roundoff error. 
In general, for the wavelet results we see that the rate of spectral convergence increases with 
the level of discretization. 
We have examined the spectral convergence of a sequence of higher order finite difference 
approximations for the Helmholtz equation. These are described in Milne [9] for the Laplacian 
operator. We use offsets of sources that are equal to the supports of the difference operators. 
These approximations for the Laplacian operator are of order (6~)~, k = 2,4,6,8, respectively. 
The approximations are exact for polynomials of degree 3,5,7,9, respectively. In this regard, they 
correspond to the Wavelet-Galerkin approximations for basis D8,012, D16,020, respectively. 
For a comparable degree of approximation, level of discretization and computational cost, the 
Wavelet-Galerkin solutions have converged faster by several orders of magnitude. 
Convergence with Discretitation 
We also examine the rates of convergence with level of discretization for wavelet and finite 
difference methods. We examine the convergence while increasing the discretization from 128 to 
256 to 512 for five and nine point finite difference approximations and 012, D16,020 wavelet 
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Figure 2. Convergence with order of basis and order of discretization. 
approximations. In terms of the formal approximation to the Laplacian operator the 012 and 
nine point finite difference approximations are equivalent. 
The results are shown in Figure 2. 
The above demonstrates the consistency of the various approximations and rates of convergence. 
Generally, it is much less expensive to increase the order of the scaling function than to increase 
the order of the discrztitation. 
Empirically, the various rates of convergence for basis DN are approximately proportional to 
(6x)N-5. 
It is important to note that the computational cost of wavelet and finite difference methods are, 
for a given level of discretization, practically identical. 
Least-Square Wavelet Methods 
We consider solutions with one-half the number of sources in /; and the same boundary dis- 
cretization and data as hown previously and compare the two solutions. In effect, this procedure 
transforms the equation for b from an underdetermined system into an overdetermined system. 
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The minimal norm solution found by singular value decomposition becomes the usual least square 
solution. 
The notation N128012/2 indicates a solution with a 012 basis, a discretization of 128 points 
on a side, and 64 source points on a side. 
The results are: 
llN128D12 - N128012/2/1 = 6.7e - 6. 
llN128D16 - N128D16/21( = 6.72e - 8. 
llN128D20 = N128020/211 = 2.18e - 8. 
The Least-Square solutions are, to a tolerance, identical to the full souse solutions. 
This argues for a certain stability in the algorithm and suggests a new approach to reducing 
the level of computation while preserving accuracy. 
SUMMARY 
The capacitance matrix is a fast and general method for solving boundary value problems in 
nonseparable domains. It uses fast periodic solvers based on the FFT to drive direct or iterative 
(Conjugate Gradient) algorithms. The geometry at the boundary is enforced by potentials with 
singular support on the boundary. The use of functions with singular support effectively restricts 
the capacitance matrix method to low order solvers, requiring a high level of discretization to 
produce accurate results. Due to boundary residuals, the introduction of higher order solvers can 
cause the rate of convergence to become worse. For problems with complicated geometries this 
fact limits the applicability of the method. 
By combining a reformulation of the capacitance matrix method with a wavelet discretization, 
we have defined a wavelet-capacitance matrix method. This allows the use of higher order ap- 
proximations with rapid (even spectral) convergence and produces highly accurate solutions for 
low to moderate levels of discretization. In effect, we have freed the capacitance matrix method 
of its most serious limitation, while retaining all of the method’s advantages. 
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